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STAIRCASES
Stair production at ARU Grupp and supported by ARU
Joinery is based on 12 years of experience combined with
world-class software solutions and CNC technology.
Product Features:
_ Materials: oak, pine, spruce
_ Finishings: stain, lacquer, paint, oil
_ Wide variety of models
_ Custom-made according to customer specifications

The FOLDING PATIO is an inward-opening slide/fold
terrace door, using the same width profiles as for
TILT&TURN windows. These doors are made of
triple-layered laminated timber, using pine, oak or meranti.

Product Features:
_ opens inward
_ double or triple glazing
_ suits openings as wide as 6m
_ optional combination in/outside locking possibility
_ optional jamb extensions
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SLIDING PATIO 3130S
Our SLIDING PATIO doors are made of triple-layered
laminated timber, using pine, oak or meranti. These doors
are visually similar to the TILT&TURN windows, using the
same 68 mm or 78 mm width profiles.
Product Features:
_ inward opening
_ consists of one TILT&TURN section and one fixed section
_ double or triple glazing
_ easy to combine with TILT&TURN windows
_ insect screen in a metal frame, installed with hinges
outside the sash
_ optional jamb extensions
_ easily create continuous window line with side-by-side
installation
_ optional intermediate and corner posts
_ optional aluminium casing
_ optional use of 78 mm wood profiles
_ optional combination in/outside locking possibility
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SLIDING PATIO GU-937
A slide/slide opening terrace door. These doors are made
of laminated timber in pine, oak and meranti.
Product Features:
_ sliding door with parallel door elements
_ possibility for several side-by-side sliding elements
_ creates convenient access to balconies
_ ideal for larger openings
_ double glazing
_ thin hardwood or aluminium threshold
_ optional combination in/outside locking possibility
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DANISH TYPE BALCONY DOOR
The DANISH type balcony door opens outwards and is an
ideal solution for use in conjunction with CASEMENT
windows, as the same dimensions and profiles are used
in these products. These doors are made of laminated
timber in pine, oak or meranti.
Product features:
_ opens outwards
_ double glazing
_ glazing from outside
_ bottom glazing bead from aluminium
_ oak, aluminium or combination threshold
_ wind break integrated into handle
_ optional ventilation slot
_ optional handle lock ( children·s lock )
_ optional insect screen
_ optional jamb extensions

OUT
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TILT & TURN BALCONY DOOR
Our inward-opening TILT&TURN balcony door can be
easily combined with TILT&TURN windows, as the same
profiles and dimensions are used.
Product Features:
_ double or triple glazing
_ ROTO brand hardware system with integrated sash-fixed
security points
_ hardware height and width adjustment
_ wide variety of window grilles, e.g. removable easy-clean
grilles
_ variety of window handles and hardware
_ easily create continuous window line with side-by-side
installation
_ hidden microventilation
_ bottom horizontal profiles covered with aluminium
_ optional in/outside locking possibility
_ custom-made according to customer specifications
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BALCONY DOORS
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Flush Doors

The ARU GRUPP FLUSH DOOR suits a modern
environment. Our doors are made according to the custom
dimensions and design indicated by the customer.
Advanced CNC technology can be used to create complex
patterns, glazing styles, etching and designs.
Product Features:
_ rebated or non-rebated door leaf
_ insulated 40 mm door leaf
_ vertically- or horizontally-placed natural veneers
_ variety of styles
_ numerous glazing possibilities
_ standard jamb width 92 mm
_ optional jamb width according to customer specification
_ hardwood threshold
_ optional locking systems
_ finishing with paint, oil, lacquer or stain and lacquer
_ custom-made according to customer specifications
Models:
_ Large variety models available. Please see following
page for a brief selection.
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FLUSH DOOR
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Panel Doors

PANEL DOOR
A traditional wooden door, suitable for a wide variety of
interiors.
These custom doors are made with either wooden panels
or glass panes, according to the dimensions and designs
indicated by the customer.
Product Features:
_ solid wood (pine, oak, ash, birch)
_ rebated or non-rebated door leaf
_ classical design
_ variety of styles
_ numerous glazing possibilities
_ standard jamb width 92 mm
_ optional custom jamb width to customer specifications
_ hardwood threshold
_ optional locking systems
_ finishing with paint, oil, lacquer, or stain and lacquer
_ custom made according to customer specifications
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INTERIOR DOORS

Models:
_ Large variety models available. Please see following
page for a brief selection.
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Classical Type

Outwards opening external door with a 50 mm
wooden sash and wooden panels or profile
blanking. This type of door is suitable to be used
in renovated buildings. Often it is also used as
an internal corridor door. The CLASSICAL type door is
available in pine, oak, or meranti.

Product Features:
_ opens outwards
_ different glazing possibilities
_ optional arched horizontal upper doorpost with glazing
_ variety of Scandinavian and DIN locks
_ security hinges with height and width adjustments
_ hardwood threshold
_ thickness of the door leaf 50 mm
_ excellent choice for country houses
_custom made according to customer specifications
Models:
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CLASSICAL TYPE

_ Large variety of models available. Please see following
page for a brief selection.
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German Type

An inward-opening external door which is especially
suitable for use as the main entrance of a building. The
GERMAN type door is available in pine, oak or meranti.

Product Features:
_ opens inwards
_ solid wood panelled door
_ inside, glass and insulated panels are fixed using timber
slips
_ classical design
_ 1-or 3-point DIN lock
_ oak or aluminium threshold
_ security hinges with 3-dimensional adjustment
_ thickness of door leaf is 68 mm
_ custom-made according to customer specifications
Models:
_ Large variety of models available. Please see following
pages for a brief selection.
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GERMAN TYPE
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Danish Type

This is an outward-opening external door, using panels with
U-value of 1,3 W/m† as filling. The DANISH type door is
particularly suitable as the main or side entrance to lighter
buildings. Available in pine, oak or meranti.

Product Features:
_ opens either outwards or inwards
_ outside, glass and insulated panels are fixed using
rubber gaskets and timber slips
_ aluminium drip sills protect horizontal surfaces
_ 1-or 3-point lock from ASSA
_ oak, aluminium or combined material threshold
_ security hinges with height and width adjustments
_ inside door stopper
_ thickness of door leaf 60 mm
_ standard jamb width 115 mm; optional 95 mm or 68 mm
_ optional letterbox
_ optional peephole
_ custom-made according to customer specifications
Models:
_ Large variety of models available. Please see following
page for a brief selection.
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DANISH TYPE
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EXTERNAL DOORS

ARU JOINERY offers both classic wooden external doors
and external flush doors. Depending on the building use
and overall design, customers can choose between
different opening options and constructions. Wooden
external doors (Danish, German and classical type) are
available in pine, oak or meranti.
Every customer can find a suitable and complementary
solution from our options of door design and finishing. Our
doors are custom-made according to customer
specifications on size and dimension.

FLUSH DOOR
The most common type of external door. Customers can
choose between painted FLUSH doors and doors with
natural veneers. Advanced CNC technology can be used
to create a variety of complex patterns, glazes, and designs.
Product Features:
_ opens either outwards or inwards
_ modern design, variety of styles
_ milled surface patterns
_ special custom glazing patterns
_ double gasket system
_ security hinges with height and width adjustments
_ thickness of door leaf 60 mm
_ custom-made according to customer specifications
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EXTERNAL DOORS
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As with the CORA and MIRA, the inside of this window is
wooden, and the outside is cased in aluminium. However,
unlike the MIRA, the BRAGA s outer sash and frame are
flush, on the same level. The BRAGA features a very sleek,
minimalist profile.
Traditional glazing beads are not used, to allow for a thicker
glazing that provides exceptionally effective heat insulation
and soundproofing.
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BRAGA IV68
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TILT & TURN
WOOD/ALUMINIUM WINDOWS
We offer three types of wood/aluminium TILT & TURN
windows:
CORA IV68 / IV78
A standard timber window is covered with
aluminiumprofiles from the outside. Other details are
similar to those of the Classic TILT & TURN window.
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MIRA IV68
The inner portion of this window is wooden, and the outer
is cased in aluminium. On the outside, the frame and sash
are not flush, but are on different levels. Traditional glazing
beads are not used, to allow for a thicker glazing that
provides exceptionally effective heat insulation and
soundproofing.
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Our inward-opening TILT&TURN windows feature a
reliable and adaptable fitting system to which outsidesurface insect screens can be easily and securely
attached. Thanks to single-frame construction, these
windows have only two washable surfaces. Made of
laminated timber in pine, oak, or meranti.
TILT & TURN IV68
Classic TILT&TURN style, with a 68 mm wooden profile.
Product Features:
_ double or triple glazing
_ ROTO hardware system with sash-fixed security points
_ hardware height and width adjustment
_ wide variety of window grilles
_ rebate on exterior window sill
_ create continuous window line with side-by-side installation
_ hidden microventilation
_ bottom horizontal profiles covered with aluminium
_ custom-made according to customer specifications
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TILT & TURN IV78
The Northern-style TILT&TURN with a 78 mm wooden
profile features additional soundproofing and insulating
glazing (U=>0,7) in addition to all the standard functions
and features of the Classic TILT&TURN style above.
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CASEMENT WINDOWS
The CASEMENT window is a single-sash window that
opens outwards, either from the side or from the bottom.
Made of laminated timber, it is available in pine, oak, or
meranti.
This window maximizes its pane-to-frame ratio for the
widest possible view to the outdoors - especially important
when dealing with smaller overall window areas. Its lean
frame profile and straightforward fit makes this window
ideal for use in renovated older buildings.
Product Features:
_ opens outwards
_ side or top hung
_ double glazed
_ slim frame profile with maximum pane area
_ standard jamb 115 mm; optional 95 mm and 68 mm
_ swing-opening possibilities
_ bottom glazing bead from aluminium
_ custom-made according to customer specifications
_ NEW optional aluminium casing
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We offer timber and alu-clad windows in 3 basic varieties:
CASEMENT, TILT & TURN, and SASH windows, with a vast
array of design and construction options.
Our product range covers the needs of all architectural
styles, available in a wide choice of material, including pine,
oak, and meranti. ARU windows are custom-made
according to customer specifications.

SASH WINDOW
The traditional timber window that is characteristic of
residential UK & Ireland is an up-and-down sliding SASH
window, made of triple-layered laminated timber. Pine, oak
and meranti can be used to make these windows.
Product Features:
_ vertical sliding
_ single frame
_ double glazed
_ pretensioned balances
_ secure interior sash lock
_ custom-made according to customer specifications
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ARU JOINERY

Timber Processing
since 1994
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